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Between career, family, finding time for ourselves and all of the things, stepping
out the door with style every day can seem impossible. But, trust us, there are
a few attainable things that fashionable women do to look painlessly puttogether.
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As we approach the last week of what l would like to call ‘International Women’s
month’ l thought it would be a great idea to showcase some of our heroines who
have shaped Nigerian history. Let’s face it, what some of the women we featured
did centuries ago, most women cannot do even in these modern times. They
do not have the courage. These women had a burning fire in them and used it
to build a formidable presence. They broke down doors and cracked ceilings
open to make their voices heard. Some of them created dynasties and their
names still resonate till today, centuries after. Such was their positive impact
in the lives of women whom they fought doggedly for to have their place
on the table. Some gave up their lives in pursuit of the causes they fought
for. They were advocates. Their unyielding guts, even in adversity, epitomizes
their strength. At the time, some of them even fought many wars and conquered
nations in their quest to leave their marks in the sands of time. Many women are
celebrated today for creating empires, building nations and soaring to great heights in
their chosen fields. Such women are carrying the baton for those who have been breaking
boundaries for centuries! Most successful men today can testify to the significant roles their mothers
and wives have played in making their success a reality. It is not today women have sacrificed so much of themselves
to better the lives of their families and loved ones neither is it today that such selfless efforts will cease to exist. So as
we celebrate our heroines of the past, we look forward to many more like them especially in today’s Nigeria where we
desperately seek for a rebirth of our once glorious nation.
We miss the Nigeria of old. We miss the principles we once stood for. We miss the pride we once had for our beloved
nation and pray fervently not just for heroes, but also heroines who will one day, restore what we once had. If the
women of history could do what they did with the resources available to them then, our future heroines can do the
same by rejuvenation of what we have left of this nation. Ideas are built. Dreams
are made. Rebirth is activated. Determination can not defined by what you see,
but by what you refuse to accept. And when this determination is dogged, like
those of our past heroines, then it is just a question of time before your goal can
be achieved which will inevitably be defined by the legacy you leave behind.
Fashion Director/Executive Editor
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Ola-Oluwa
Ebiti

Meet Ola-Oluwa Ebiti, celebrity men’s wear stylist extraordinaire and
an innate fashion lover who you’ll likely be hearing a lot more about
in the next year or two. After getting his start at Wallpaper Magazine,
Ola’s freelance career took off as a stylist to some of the biggest names
in entertainment. Now, he bounces between styling for clients and
editorial shoots. Recently he had a chat with Konye Chelsea
Nwabogor where he talks about his foray into fashion and his focus
on menswear styling
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Minutes with

11 12 1

FAITH HISTORY

mine. A low for me is everything else that
has to do with all the work after the shoot:
the returns, sorting out credits and all the
rest of the admin stuff. I recently worked
with another stylist on the cover of ID with
Solange Knowles. That was a good high. I
also recently worked with a big Hollywood
director, which I can’t disclose just yet, but
that was also really exciting.
Where do you draw your fashion
inspiration from?
Inspiration is drawn from everywhere
really, but for visual mapping I look at a
lot of art, especially by African and African
American artists. I also research a lot into my
family and their lives through stories and
photographs. This really informs my way of
taking our Nigerian heritage and putting it in
a contemporary way.

ANNIE IDIBIA
TEMISAN EMMANUEL
OBI ASIKA

TOSAN WILTS

LASISI ELENU
Orezi

LORD’S DRY
GIN X Trace
TV MUSIC LIVE
BY FUNKE BABS-KUFEJI

Recently, Lord’s Dry Gin a product of
Grand Oak Limited, a renowned marketing
and distribution company of Wines and
Spirits in Nigeria, in collaboration with
Trace TV, hosted a live music event to
excite music lovers at Terra Kulture, Lagos.
The event was well attended by music
industry heavy weights and music fans
alike. They were thrilled to sounds of
Nigeria’s biggest hits and had the chance
to savour the taste of Lords Gin made
exceptionally from juniper berries.

ISAAC GERALDS

SAM ONYEMELUKWE
TOKE MAKINWA

DJ JIMMY JATT

At what point did you know fashion and style was
going to be a part of your career path?
I have always enjoyed consuming fashion and
culture from a young age. I would always ask my
parents and my aunt to buy magazines for me
whenever they travelled out of Nigeria. I still have all
those stacks of magazines at my parent’s house till
date. But it wasn’t until I was doing my A-levels and
after a year of studying Economic and Business, that I
had the courage to tell my parents I wanted to pursue
a fashion course for my university degree. I went
ahead to study Fashion Communication and came out
with a First Class, which made them very proud, so I
think it all worked out in the end.

How would you describe your style?
My style is comfortable with a lot of tailoring pieces.
I love a good 70’s tailored trousers, which is very
forgiving on my body shape. But when I’m working
on set, I really must be comfortable because the days
are long and there is a lot of running around, so a pair
of jeans and white tee shirt is perfect. Sometimes, I
might put on a blazer and some nice sneakers if it’s
with a high profile client just to look presentable.
When I’m out and about I like to be understated but
fashionable. In London I love a nice coat with a shirt
and some tailored trousers. I also love mixing unusual
colours for outfits like beige and navy or mustard and
dark green.

So how exactly did you get started?
I started out interning like most people. My first
internship was in the London office of the Nigerian
magazine FAB back then. I think I only lasted a few
weeks before I moved on to Marie Claire Magazine,
and then on to The Times London Newspaper (Fashion
Desk) and The Guardian newspaper (Fashion Desk)
before I worked at Wallpaper Magazine for about a
year. And then after that I went freelance assisting other
bigger stylists and then moved on to styling on my own.

Who are your style muses?
For menswear I would have to say Fela, Prince and
perhaps Donald Glover. For women’s wear, I would have
to say Solange.

Why the focus on menswear styling?
Firstly, I really appreciate a well-dressed man. Nothing
to me is so self-assured as men who are well dressed
and look really comfortable in their outfit. Secondly
the landscape for menswear is also changing. I feel
like before there was a general way for a “man” to
dress, but now there are so many ways men choose to
express themselves. My styling is based on tailoring.
My main aim is to soften tailoring a little and make
it approachable to people my age and the younger
generation.
Tell us about the highs and lows in your career so far
as a stylist?
A high for me is being on set and seeing all the work
and research come together. Especially if the vision is

What do you think of the Nigerian fashion scene at
the moment? Especially when compared to the rest
of the world?
I think we have a lot of strong talents in Nigeria.
Considering the struggles associated with being
creative in Nigeria and challenges thrown at you. It
really is remarkable that creatives find ways to prevail
and be equal contenders to other fashion cities, which
don’t have those struggles. I also believe there is so
much untapped potential with our textile, craft and
even the vision of narrative that can come out of
Nigeria. We just need to do a good job of encouraging
the Nigerian creative to go out and seek these heights.
Personally i think that fashion, especially due
to the rise of social media, has become rather
homogeneous. No matter where you are in the
world people are starting to dress the same and
losing their own personal sense of style. What do
you think of the current state of fashion?
I think the Internet and social media has certainly

made fashion more accessible, which in turn, almost
makes everything look the same. But I am a firm
believer in true talent. True talent and true style will
always shine regardless of the situation. Fisayo Longe
from ‘Mirror Me’ is a good example of that when looking
at the Nigerian fashion blogging space.
What are some of your predictions on where fashion
is headed?
I think we are headed towards a point where things
will become too much. At the moment there is too
much of everything: too many clothes, too many
magazines, too many brands. It will reach a point of
fatigue. Some will fall and some will survive. Taste will
change and people will be longing for something else.
What are some of the things you love and hate
about the industry?
I really love working with talented people who see
things differently from you. It changes your view and
how you see things. I also love having the opportunity
to travel. I don’t like the how labour intensive it
can be and often the logistic of organizing things.
People often think the clothes just appear from thin
air but the clothes come from different showrooms
and brands and there are so many people after the
samples you want. So organizing that can get really
hectic at times
Tell me what a typical workday looks like for you?
When things are busy it’s anything from prepping
with my assistant or fitting with clients or meeting
photographers or designers on commissioned work.
The days are really long often from 8am - 10pm putting
all these appointments and meetings together, because
there is usually an event to attend to maintain those
relationships with colleagues. When things are quiet I
like to go out of London to Oxford to clear my head and
research.
If you could work with only 3 creatives (past or
present) who would it be and why
Fela: Because his music was very empowering to the
people and his use of clothing both on him and his
dancers was something that went hand in hand with
the message he was trying to convey through his music.
Donald Glover: He is someone in the present day I see
my work being actualised in.
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: I love her paintings of black
men at leisure and would love just to add a fashion
element to them. But really they are perfect just as they
are.
What advice do you have for emerging designers
or stylists that are looking to break into the fashion
industry?
For any one starting out, my advice it to intern as
much as you can so as to learn from people who’s work
you really like or admire. Eventually you will get the
confidence to start out on your own. Make sure you
learn and keep your self-open to everything that might
come your way.
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FirstBank 125km

FirstBank 125km

Walk for Greatness

Walk for Greatness

Following the ﬂag hoisting ceremony by Nigeria’s premier ﬁnancial institution, First Bank of Nigeria Limited; the Bank, supported by
FBNHoldings group and its stakeholders, had a collective 125km Relay Walk to celebrate its business operations as part of its 125
years anniversary, on Saturday, 16 March 2019. The walk, themed 'Walk for Greatness' took place at across Nigeria and its other
international subsidiaries.
FirstBank’s impact and contribution to the growth and development of Nigeria since its inception predates the amalgamation of the
country. By embarking on the Relay Walk and baton passing exercise, FirstBank has shown that it is set to pass on the heritage to the
next 125 years and beyond.
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(4). Otunba (Mrs) Debola Osibogun, Non
Executive Director, FBN Holdings Plc; Mrs. Folake
Ani-Mumuney, Group Head, Marketing &
Corporate Communications FirstBank & Chairman
FBN Insurance Brokers and Mrs Adenrele Kehinde,
Chairman, FBN Insurance Ltd.
(5). Management of the FBNHoldings Group and
the young members of the Group symbolically
selected to carry the Group’s torch to the next 125
years.
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(1). Mrs. Ibukun Awosika, Chairman, First Bank of Nigeria Ltd; Otunba (Mrs) Debola Osibogun, Non Executive Director, FBN Holdings Plc; Mr. UK Eke MFR,
Group Managing Director, FBN Holdings Plc and Dr Adesola Adeduntan, Chief Executive Oﬃcer, First Bank of Nigeria Ltd. during the Relay walk at Marina
(2). Mr. Kayode Akinkugbe, Managing Director, FBNQuest Merchant Bank; Dr Adesola Adeduntan, Chief Executive Oﬃcer, First Bank of Nigeria Ltd; Mr Seyi
Oyefeso, Group Executive Commercial Banking Group and Mrs. Ibukun Awosika, Chairman, First Bank of Nigeria Ltd
(3). Pictures of the overall relay walk winning team with the management of the group.

18

(6). Miss Ebube Clara Ekwulugo (Valentine Campaign Dubia trip winner) ﬂanked by Dr Adesola Adeduntan, Chief Executive Oﬃcer, First Bank of Nigeria Ltd
and Mr. UK Eke MFR, Group Managing Director, FBN Holdings Plc. (7). Dr Remi Oni, ED Corporate Banking group with senior staﬀ of the group at the Relay
walk held in Maryland (8). Mrs Saﬁa Musa Team Lead, Private Banking Kano and medical doctors from Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital, participating at the
relay in Kano (9). Mrs. Rachael Adeshina, Country Head Technology & Services, FBNBank Ghana; Mr. Semiu Lamidi CFO, FBNBank Ghana; Mr Gbenga Odeyemi
MD/CEO, FBNBank Ghana and other team members during the relay walk in Ghana. (10-20). More highlights of the event.

Arise news anchors// front row L-R: idia aisen; oji okpe
back row l-r: modele sharafa yusuf; olaniyi oyelowo; aron akerejola; victoria peppl e; ndee amaugo; maercy ajisafe; adesuwa omoruan, reuben abati; veronica odeka

#arise&vote2019

Follow the Nigerian elections of 2019
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ABISOLA KOLA-DAISI

FOLAKE KUYEHUNTOON

NIMI NWAFOR

LANRE
DASILVA-AJAYI

OWN ONE
CONVERSATION PIECE
Every once in a while, you need that pure
“wow” factor. Whether it’s an amazing pair
of over-the-knee boots, a vintage dress that
you borrowed from your mom’s closet or an
enviable handbag, keep something in your
arsenal for the days you need to really show
up stylish
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your Monday mornings catch
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Just like you’d plan a week’s
to stay trim,
on a Sunday if you’re trying
for stress-free
ce
plan your outfits in advan
ee days.
mornings and outfit-regret-fr

WEAR
COLOURFUL
SHOES

INVEST IN
BASICS THAT FIT
Basics really aren’t basic - they
can be the foundation of
extremely fashionable (and
simple!) choices. Ever wonder
why a woman looks great in a
white button-up, skinny jeans
and heels? It took a minute to
think of the look, but it took
planning to ensure her pieces fit
perfectly.
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When it comes to footwear,
colour packs a huge style punch
- and they don’t have to be
sky-high heels, either (flats can
make the same statement and
your feet will thank you). Next
time you’re in jeans/shorts and
a tee, throw on cobalt or fuschia
flats to make your outfit go from
0- 100 instantly.
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SELECT THE RIGHT
UNDERGARMENT
S
Stylish women kn
ow the foun
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of a great look is ap
propriate
underwear. Besides
, nothing instantly
throws off a look lik
e VPL (visible
panty lines). Be st
rategic about wha
t
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SHARON OJAEGWURUBE

ROCK RED LIPST

ICK

A well-known fa
shion “it-girl” ha
ck: swipe
on a touch of br
ight, cherry-red
lipstick in a
tone that best su
its your skin. It’s
an instant
face brightener
that screams “I to
ok time for
myself” - even if
you didn’t.
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FOLLOW STYLISH

WOMEN

Browse internet tre
ndsetters in your
free time. Find a fe
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w
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inspiration to crea
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te daily looks. A go
od place to start?
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and Pinterest boar
ds for endless styl
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by FUNKE BABS-KUFEJI

CAPSULES

I

watched the previous week unfold as with every other
week full of hope oblivious to what laid ahead.
First of, the air crash that occurred killing all the people
on board provoked deep introspection on eternity.
We encouraged ourselves to soldier on believing it can
only get better but alas the next day visited our reality with
yet another tragedy with the collapse of a building at Itafaji,
which claimed many lives, mainly that of children. At this
point, our pain threshold was on overdrive in the struggle to
balance bad news after bad news wondering what we had
done to deserve this.
We were still dealing with this like beings trapped in
a nightmare when we woke up to the news of a lone
gunman shooting 48 innocent people for no reason worth
considering...then the cyclone in South Africa and yet
another building collapse in Oke Arin...at this point it was fast
becoming obvious that there was a siege on the land or why
then are souls rushing toward the hereafter.
What does not kill you they say can only make you stronger
till you discover you are becoming “anaesthetized” to life.
A pause to ponder brought one to the “eureka “ moment
that life is transient and that “like flowers we bloom and then
later fade away”, ultimately we all get the trumpet call and
head home.
These series of tragedies pulled us out of our slumber as it
was a wake up call and wake up, we must...
Wake up to the fact that whilst still here we must learn
to “seize the day” and enjoy every single hour, minute and
second, we must learn to live the kind of life that we can look
back and tag “well lived “ when done.
Wake up with gratitude for what we have and stop belly
aching over what is not.
Breathe in....if you can, congrats, you have not lost your
sense of smell so enjoy the fragrance of life, it whizzes by in
multiplicity. Make a melody and sing, can you? Congrats, you
can speak and sing too, enjoy the different voices of life, it
keeps you sane when the world goes rogue. If you can hear
the soft melodious music of the nightingale caressing the
realm, telling you about the beauty in nature, congrats as
sound has not been taken away from you. If you can move
and dance, mobility is still your friend thus you can rule the
wind. Believe me, fellow pilgrims, when I tell you that there is
a lot to be grateful for despite all the tear attracting issues of
the life.
I have cried, Oh I have cried, I have laughed till my sides
nearly fell apart at the seams, I have lost loved ones, Oh the
pain and I have watched loved ones grow, Oh the joy, I have
hurt, I have ached and I have learnt one very important
lesson, that indeed as long as breath abides you will wake up
again to a better tide, no one stays down, no one stays numb,
you will try again and again and you will learn to roll with the
punches because you must become better and not bitter.
I read somewhere once that “You never know how strong
you are until strong is the only choice you have”...
From sunrise to sunset let us enjoy the different seasons...
enjoy the summer sun in her different expressions, enjoy the
autumn breeze despite the fallen leaves, enjoy the winter
freeze despite the chill and enjoy the unraveling of spring
despite the rain.
Don’t be forlorn as it takes just a moment to change your
narrative.
Hold on to hope with faith, like the Phoenix rise from the
ashes of adversity, like the eagle, soar above the raging storm
and like the rainbow, express your beauty in the colours
across the skies after the rain.
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Colours
of Life
with Koko Kalango

EYES THAT SEE

HEARTS

‘Don’t judge a book by its cover’ goes an
English iIdiom – but let’s face it, these things
are easier said than done. For instance, I
never would have thought I judged people
based on their appearance, I would have
creditinged myself with a bit more depth.
But, as I searched for personal staff, I found
I was more favourably disposed to those I
considered ‘good looking’.
The elderly cook for instance, fitted
the bill. He had this handsome, pleasant
appearance which facilitated his getting
hired. It turned out he was not a sticklera
stickler for time. This was pretty frustrating
in a home that functions like clockwork and
where meal time is important. Alsogain,
his hygiene was substandard. Then, it was
time to choose a nanny. I would not have
given the young woman before me a chance
because she had a dull countenance. There
was something rural about her that put me
off. But I was desperate enough to interview
her, and my impression changed. She was
fairly well spoken and reasonably educated.
She got the job. Now, I needed a driver.
Several had been referred to me. When a
particular one came to the door I said to
myself, ‘This is it’. In his mid fifties, he was
clean-shaven, neat and respectful. From
what I saw and what I read in his resume, I
decided to employ him even if his asking
price was beyond our budget. When he took
to the steering wheel I realized he was not a
careful driver at all. I did most of the driving
that day, hoping he would take a cue and
drive carefully but this was not to be. Two
days later, I ended up with a not-so-goodlooking but diligent nanny, a good looking
but less than efficient cook and no driver. I
had initially reached a conclusion on each of
them based on what I saw.
Samuel was about to make the same
mistake when God sent him to Bethlehem
to anoint the replacement for King Saul.
“Surely the Lord’s anointed,” Samuel
exclaimed when he saw Eliab, Jesse’s first
son. But, even after Jesse’s seven sons had
been paraded before the prophet, Samuel
did not get a green light from God. Then
they sent to fetch David from where he was
tending sheep and when he came God said
to Samuel “…this is the one!” David was an
unlikely choice; he was last born, he was
young, he was just a shepherd boy. In short,
he did not fit the bill. But God let Samuel in

on a secret…
“…The Lord does not see as man sees; for
man looks at the outward appearance, but
the Lord looks at the heart” (1 Samuel 16:612.)
God has eyes that see into the heart of
issues. Man, on the other hand, has eyesight
that is only skin deep.
I wonder if, like me, there are mistakes you
could have avoided if you had more insight
in a particular situation. You may have said
to yourself; ‘I should never have attended
that meeting’, ‘that trip was unnecessary’, ‘I
should have trusted my parents’ judgement
and not gone into that marriage’. ‘Why did I
not follow my instincts that day?’
At every stage in life, we would be
faced with an array of choices. Some,
like the choice of a spouse, have lifetime
consequences. Some, like a career path or
a business partnership, have far reaching
implications. Then there are decisions such
as what to do or where to go on a particular
day, which may seem more casual but may
be equally important.
Come to think of it, I did not take time to
pray about who to hire so I became a victim
of my carnal judgment. This little experience
taught me a big lesson. Now I try to pray
about the complex decisions as well as the
simple ones so that God will give me the
privilege of seeing into the heart of a matter
and therefore acting appropriately. It has
reduced my margin of error.
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BECOMING PHENOMENAL

LIVING A HEALTHY HAPPY
& FUL-FILLED LIFE

I

am very excited about this unique opportunity
to write this column every two Sundays for This
Day Style. I pray it will help people decide to take
actions that will help them become the best
version of themselves , achieve optimum health
, enhanced energy , creativity and productivity . I
pray it will help Millions reprogramme their mindsets
from negative to positive and become phenomenal
husbands , wife’s fathers , mothers , siblings , friends
and work colleagues .
God has answered most of our prayers for vibrant
health , blissful relationships marriages and financial
freedom . Let us arise and activate Gods prophecies
in our lives so we can all become the master - pieces
ordained by God and then impact lives of the weak in
our society.
It is my pleasure to introduce myself to you. I am
Dr Ifeyinwa Nwakwesi. I am 65 years old. I am an
Integrative Medicine , Cell Revitalization, Stress,
Nutrition and Personal Development Specialist.
Integrative Medicine is a combination of
conventional and alternative approaches in providing
healthcare with the active involvement of the
individual in the process. Integrative Medicine deals
with the root causes of ill - health. It addresses the
spiritual , mental , emotional and physical imbalance of
the individual.
Good health is not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity. It is a state of spiritual , mental, emotional and
physical well - being.
I was ill for over 6 years , tried to recover with the
use of conventional drugs but I did not, so I sought
the help of an integrative UK -based practitioner and
he told me my acidic foods of cooked starches and
proteins was making me sick . The fact that I was not
eating water - rich foods like vegetables and fruits, was
making my blood acidic . In an acidic medium you do
not oxidize good for energy , food is fermented making
gas and many other digestive symptoms .
He also said my negative mind-Set and poor stress
coping skills were contributing to my ill- health . He
adiviced a dietary and life style change .
I returned to Nigeria and started a new way of living
constantly improving my spiritual , mental emotional
and physical life and today at 65 I feel and look good ,
my energy , creativity and productivity has increased .
The energy I have today, I did not have when I was
35 years old . I am now an unstoppable , phenomenal,
incredible woman by Gods grace .
The exclusive use of prescriptive drugs and focus on
symptoms and signs while ignoring the root causes of
non - communicable, preventable diseases is no longer
advocated .
Drugs must be used only when absolutely necessary.
The use of natural approaches that are usually free from
side effects is fast gaining ground.
The Medical profession is now facing the truth
that Conventional drugs usually present dangerous
side effects that may result to worsen medical
condition than the one being treated. It is important
that sometimes conventional drugs are Absolutely
necessary but they are not always in certain cases .
The individual must therefore be counselled
on life - style changes , dietary changes , mind-set
management , stress coping skills and spiritual wellbeing . It is important to mention that enhanced

energy , creativity , productivity and well - being is
related to the individual’s social existence. Individuals
should be taught and constantly reminded of the
principle of CANI.
CANI stands for Constant And Never -Ending
Improvement in all areas of life: spiritual , mental ,
emotional and physical.
Most relationship and marital problems are largely
caused by negative mind- sets .
Reprogramming the mindset from negative to
positive will help to reduce relationship and marital
challenges .
We have put together our Optimum health
programmes and products that can help you achieve
optimum health by Gods grace .Chronic disease does
not Start over night .

Most relationship and marital
problems are largely caused
by negative mind- sets.
Reprogramming the mindset
from negative to positive will
help to reduce relationship
and marital challenges

Dr Ifeyinwa Nwakwesi

through expert analysis of your blood work and
recommending what steps to take to reverse the
identified dysfunctions and prevent the dysfunctions
progressing to a disease state and where there is
already an existing disease, recommend the best
natural modalities to expedite recovery in collaboration
with the attending physician .
Here are the modalities for the programme .
1. Home , office or laboratory visit to take blood for
analysis.
3. Our integrative health care practitioners will
analyze your blood work and identify metabolic
dysfunctions, nutrient deficiencies and disease
states in the body through the Functional health
Report .
4. Where necessary, we will refer you to a health
care center that will best deal with the disease
and we will recommend effective researchedbacked 100% organic nutritional supplements
and life - style modifications that will help reverse
dysfunctions and prevent them from progressing
to disease state and enable the body heal itself for
optimum health, increased energy, creativity and
productivity.
Other programmes we offer are Stress , mental and
Emotional management .
6 Healthy fitness programme
7 massage
8 Access to alkaline hydrogen - infused anti-oxidant
rich water
9 weight loss programme
10 Life - style and Diet

Years before a disease manifests there are usually
warning signs in form of dysfunctions and nutrient
deficiencies which can be identified by an integrative
medical doctor while analyzing the blood chemistry
result . Conventional doctors are trained to focus
mostly on diseases states and only intervene when
they identify a diagnosis and commence intervention
with drugs. Life style and healthy diet , healthy
Fitness programme , spiritual , mental and emotional
balance and research - backed 100 percent organic
nutritional supplements can help the body rebalance
it self , facilitate recovery so the individual can achieve
optimum health , enhanced energy , creativity and
productivity .
Take the guess work off your health. Allow us add
value to your blood chemistry by professional analysis,
interpretation and recommendation of our health building protocol.
Let me talk a bit about our Blood Chemistry analysis
& Functional Health Report .
Functional Blood Analysis & Report is defined as the
process by which complex and comprehensive blood
markers are organized , analysed and interpreted to
provide a comprehensive assessment of the state
and trends of the main body systems , the supporting
body accessory systems along with the status of the
nutrients and trends towards and away from

We also offer Relationship and marriage
COUNSELLING
If you are struggling with your relationship and
marriage pay attention now. God wants to restore your
relationship and marriage . We will provide you the
profound knowledge you need to take action to turn
your relationship and marriage into a dance , laughter
and a song .
Most marital and relationship problems are caused
by poor spiritual , mental and emotional management
You need to learn strategies to reprogramme your
mindset so you can focus on empowering your
relationship and marriage instead of destroying it
with negative beliefs , thoughts , decisions , words and
action .
I will teach the secret of my phenomenal and
passionate life and teach you to live your best life
and have a fun - filled , happy , peaceful , loving and
passionate relationship and marriage.
I decree in the name of God you will become happy,
Fulfilled and take you throne sitting squarely as a
king or queen as ordained by God for you . Decide to
rebalance your outer and inner being . Accept your
weakness.
No body is perfect . Raise your standards , resolve
your internal conflicts and find peace and harmony in
your world . Till the next two weeks . Love from me to
all of you.

Clinical dysfunctions .
Our integrative care doctors will add value to your
blood work , helping you achieve your health goals

Dr Ifeyinwa Nwakwesi
Integrative Medicine , Cell - Revitalization , Stress ,
Nutrition And Personal Development Specialist.
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MOMMY
JEANS ARE A
BIG HIT

ROUND
GLASSES – A
RADICAL COMEBACK
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They are just
a pair of airy,
comfortable;
cotton denim
pants that seats
beautifully at the
waist. There are a
lot of variations,
but this breathable
pair of trousers is
something we all
need, and it’s time
they are revived
with style just on
SEYI FAMUYIWA

What was once considered goofy
and nerdy, has now made a radical
comeback. If you want to slowly get
into the 90s groove, without being
too out there, then you should try
the round glasses look.

LILIAN ESORO

CROP TOPS –
NEVER GO BACK
AGAIN!

BACKPACKS ARE
BACK

SEYI FAMUYIWA

Like they say fashion
changes, but style
endures. Trends come
and go all the time;
while we are glad
some are gone, we
are ecstatic that a few
good ones are back.
The crop top is one of
those trends that found
its way from where it
started and this time
it’s gotten better. Wear
them with jeans, shorts,
maxi skirts, tracks, and
everything you can
think of pairing them
with. From the runway
to everyday wearables,
it is approved.

One such trend was
the backpacks that
felt so old school,
but now brands like
Chanel, Burberry,
and many other big
brands have signed
up to this style. And,
you should too

MARY A
JENNIFER OSEH

STELA UZO

The Denim jacket
will make it to any
wardrobe essential list.
It goes with everything
and anything, works
perfectly for layering,
and you can use it
almost throughout
the year. Sleeveless,
waistcoat or full
sleeved, you name it,
each of them has a
charm and style.

OMA BELLE

BROWN LIPSTICK IS FOR EVERYONE
A lip colour that sums up the nineties style
statement in two words - goth and grunge!
It was considered inappropriate, unsuitable,
dark or gothic to wear brown lipstick, but
thanks to makeup artists for changing that.
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YUKI AKINOSHO

They are all coming
back in full circle.
Turns out that
fashion works in a
two-decade cycle.
You can wear these
shirts either as a
layer over a tank
or just as a regular
shirt, or maybe just
tie it around the
waist. Yes, tying it
around the waist, is
back in vogue too

LEATHER
JACKETS ARE
HERE TO STAY

You know how
much you can do
with one well-fitted
leather jacket, right?
With proper care, it
can last you a few
decades and also
goes with almost
anything and
everything. That’s
why this style has
been there forever
and also coming
back in 2019.

90’s
LILIAN AFEGBAI

DENIM JACKET/
SHIRT – CAN
NEVER GET
ENOUGH OF IT

FLANNEL SHIRT
– PROVES
WHAT GOES
AROUND,
COMES
AROUND

Fashion
Let’s face it, in the 90s, we did not have a
sense of style, let alone being fashionistas
but when you look at your throwback
pictures and skim through the latest
fashion diaries, you start to see a
resemblance between then and now. Some
fashion trends are so relatable and nostalgic
that you can pick it up from where you
left. Yes, so the 90s fashion trends are slowly
making a comeback.
Now it time to sit back relax, read as we
take on a trip down a fashion memory lane.

TREND

Making A Come Back

CHARITY BAAITSE

DUNGAREES, DEAREST!

Be it short or long, Dungarees if well styled, are
the hottest pieces of clothing you can wear.
Fashionistas like CHARITY BAAITSE are bringing
back those dress-like dungaries, and they look
sexier than ever. It’s on its path to resurrection in
the fashion world with a bang.

by FUNKE BABS-KUFEJI & ISIOMA USIADe
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Sofisticat

S T Y L E & d es i g n

celebrates @40

Sofisticat broke into Nigeria fashion scene in 1978 and had since defined the lead.
The philosophy has been GREATNESS and LEADERSHIP, captured in their slogans, through which they
have spoken over the decades. From ‘When men follow fashion... women follow men’, to ‘World famous
from Maryland’, then ‘Busy since 1978’, when they hit 30 years.
Now they have hit 40 years with, ‘May you be clothed in honour and unending blessings in this new
year’ as they head into the future with ‘Long tradition...Young creation!!!’
A glimpse of that is what you see on this page - The Macho (Leather Trim Collection). Sofisticat in its 40
years, is proud to have clothed the high and mighty to millennials seeking the unusual.
Their goal over the next five years, is to establish first-class tailoring and fashion academy to make it
possible for tailors to be paid and rated like graduates!
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